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A historical tour de force, The Invention of the Jewish People offers a groundbreaking account of
Jewish and Israeli history. Exploding the myth that there was a forced Jewish exile in the first
century at the hands of the Romans, Israeli historian Shlomo Sand argues that most modern
Jews descend from converts, whose native lands were scattered across the Middle East and
Eastern Europe.In this iconoclastic work, which spent nineteen weeks on the Israeli bestseller
list and won the coveted Aujourd’hui Award in France, Sand provides the intellectual foundations
for a new vision of Israel’s future.

“Sand’s questions about how Israel’s democracy can be liberalized and stabilized are thought-
provoking and deserve serious discussion.”—Haaretz“Perhaps books combining passion and
erudition don’t change political situations, but if they did, this one would count as a landmark.”—
Eric Hobsbawm, Observer“[Sand’s] quiet earthquake of a book is shaking historical faith in the
link between Judaism and Israel.”—Rafael Behr, Observer“Anyone interested in understanding
the contemporary Middle East should read this book.”—Tony Judt“Extravagantly denounced and
praised.”—New York Times“No discussion of the region any longer seems complete without
acknowledgement of this book.”—Independent on Sunday, Best History Books of 2009“A radical
dismantling of a national myth.”—Guardian“Almost too baseless to debunk.”—Jewish
JournalAbout the AuthorShlomo Sand studied history at the University of Tel Aviv and at the
École des hautes études en sciences sociales, in Paris. He currently teaches contemporary
history at the University of Tel Aviv. His books include The Invention of the Jewish People, On the
Nation and the Jewish People, L’Illusion du politique: Georges Sorel et le débat intellectuel 1900,
Georges Sorel en son temps, Le XXe siècle à l’écran and Les Mots et la terre: les intellectuels
en Israël.
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From Babylon to Timbuktu: A History of the Ancient Black Races Including the Black Hebrews
Hiding The Hebrews: Did America Kidnap The Lost Tribes of Israel?



Michael T. Ballard, “The invention of bourgeois nationalism, Zionist style..... Schlomo Sand is
employed as a professor of contemporary history at the University of Tel Aviv. The Invention of
the Jewish People was originally published in Hebrew in Israel. Translations of his work are now
being published throughout the world in many languages, including English.Sand is the son of a
World War II era veteran of the Polish Communist Party. He is also the son-in-law of a Spanish
anarchist who fought Franco nationalists in the streets of Barcelona during the Civil War/
Revolution. Professor Sand would probably describe himself as an apple, fallen somewhat
distant from those trees, perhaps as a cosmopolitan liberal. His view of Israel is that it would
better off giving up being an `ethnocracy'--Sand's term for the ethno-biologically defined Jewish
political State. Professor Sand's preference is for Israel to become a garden variety, secular
capitalist democracy like France or the United States of America.Dr. Sand gives his readers
many insights into the general intellectual foundations of the modern era's nationalist ideological
project and of Zionist nationalist project in particular. In this reviewer's opinion, The Invention of
the Jewish People is worth reading for these critical observations alone, as nationalism has
been and continues to be a strong ideological force in our time.Sand makes the case that class
societies up until the 18th century were made up mostly of sedentary peasants and nomadic
herdsmen. Sand effectively argues that there was no official ideology of nationalism embedded
in the consciousness of the people who lived within these pre-industrial societies. Historically
speaking, these agrarian formations were dominated by classes of aristocrats, landlords and
slave owners. The nomadic and peasant majorities of this ancient world had no notion of being
part of a nation. Comprehending this insight is fundamental to grasping Sand's arguments about
how nationalism, and in particular Jewish nationalism, was an ideological invention. As opposed
to modern day nationalist conscious, based on self-regulated `patriotism' , schooled with
`pledges of allegiance', ubiquitous posters of `our fearless leader' and `hats off at the sports
match in honour of the national anthem', ancient rulers relied on keeping the mostly peasant
producers of wealth in a constant state of fear of the absolute power of the sovereign. There
was no sense of being a part of a national political State amongst the general populace. At best,
the sovereign only had to, "secure the loyalty of the state's administration in order to preserve
the continuity and stability of the government, but the peasants were required simply to pass
along the surplus agricultural produce and sometimes to provide the monarchy and nobility with
soldiers. Taxes were of course collected by force, or at any rate by its constant implicit threat,
rather than by persuasion or efforts at consensus." (p.26)Capitalist rule erupted out of political
revolutions against these ancient expressions of absolutism. The revolutions of modernity (from
Cromwell's Puritans in the mid 17th century to Colonial America's yeoman farmers and private
property owners, to the overthrow of monarchism in France by its citizens and in country after
country well into the 19th and 20th centuries) all resulted in the establishment of national
political States. All nationalisms were political expressions of the rapidly changing social



relations of the producers of wealth. From peasant subjects, to wage-labouring citizens, the
producing classes were united, after nationalist revolt, as citizens with the ruling capitalist and
landlord classes in one big political State. These conditions were accompanied by new political
notions, primary amongst them, the rule of law and the classless identity politics which
proclaimed that sovereignty was no long the king's; but for the `people' of the nation. From these
material circumstances sprang a need by the ruling class for the legitimation of their system of
political dominance thus, the impetus for public intellectuals to invent and spread the gospel of
the various and sundry nationalist brands. One of the first tasks these amplified intellectual
voices had to confront was to define who `the people' were.Sand contends that modern public
intellectuals invented all nationalist ideologies thus, all `peoples'. Most of these intellectuals
mixed history with cultural myths in order to fashion their nationalist ideologies. Sand calls these
nationalist ideologies passing for history, `mythistory'. More than a few of these nationalist
mythistories were combined with the pseudo-scientific invention of `race', an ideology
originating in the 18th century. "In the nineteenth century, national cultures often tied the soft
term, `people', to the rigid and problematic `race,' and many regarded the two words as
intersecting, supporting, or complimentary. The homogeneous collective origin of `the people'--
always, of course, superior and unique, if not actually pure--became a kind of insurance against
the risks represented by fragmentary, though persistent, sub identities that continued to swarm
beneath the unifying modernity. The imagined origin also served as an efficient filter against
undesirable mixing with hostile neighbouring nations." (p.27)However, by 1945, the horror of the
Nazi holocaust, most especially its connection with `Ayrian' racist mythhistory, prompted world
leaders and public intellectuals to officially renounce `race' as having any scientifically based,
genetic substance. UNESCO statements on race in the early 1950s explained `race' as a social
myth and the 1998 American Anthropological Association statement on `race' proclaimed it to
be a pseudo-scientific concept. Still, the `commonsense' notion that there are `races' has
persisted and is present to this day in public discourse even though, as Sand observes, pre-
WWII notions of `race' have more and more morphed into the bourgeois intellectually acceptable
concept of `ethnicity'. To be sure, the oppressive force of racism persists. Not only that but, it is
often legitmised, Sand would argue, by continuing to legitimate an ethno-biological linkage with
nationalist ideological concepts defining, `the people'.That the Nazi extermination of `inferior
races' during WWII, threw a spanner in the ideological works of those attempting to link `race'
with `nation', is true. However, as Sand points out, it was particularly problematic for Zionist
ideologists. Since its inception in the mid-19th century, its legitimacy was based on the notion of
a genetic connection between ancient and modern peoples of the Jewish faith and culture.
According to this mythistory, modern day Jews were genetically linked to those people who
inhabited that portion of the Middle East known as Israel, Judea and Palestine in the early 1st
century CE. A fusing of Biblical stories with actual history had long become part of the Zionist
ideological project. As the nationalist ideological story goes (Sand writes a much more detailed
account in a chapter he titles, `Mythistory'), the Jewish people were deported from their



homeland after much of Jerusalem, along with the Second Temple, was destroyed in 70CE by
the Roman soldiers under the command of Titus. As the story went, this came as punishment
for an unsuccessful revolt against the Roman Empire by the Jewish people. According to this
mythical tale, the whole of this Jewish people then wandered the Earth in exile from their
homeland. The Zionist nationalist project was designed to bring the Jewish people home to
"Eretz Israel" from their long exile.What Sand demonstrates, in his meticulously researched
book, is that great mass of the people who lived in what was then the Roman province of
Palestine in 70CE were not exiled. As he conclusively shows, conquerors of that era, including
the Babylonian conquerors related in the Biblical story of the destruction of the First Temple and
the Romans who destroyed the Second Temple, never exiled whole peoples because those
peoples were the peasant producers of wealth and obtaining that wealth, along with the power
that goes with it, is what being a ruling class is all about. Peasants are generally tied to their land
and most people living in Roman Palestine were peasants. Peasants don't move around.
They're sedentary. Ancient ruling classes always liked it that way. As Sand points out,
conquering rulers of ancient times would routinely enslave defeated elites from the ruling class
whom they had conquered but, they would leave the great mass of the people (mostly peasant
farmers) on the land, to continue to produce wealth, as these peasants had done for various
other ruling classes for centuries before. The implications of this revelation for the current
relation between peoples identifying themselves as Palestinians and those identifying
themselves as Jews both inside and outside the immediate borders of Israel are pretty obvious
in this reviewer's opinion. The classless nationalist identity politics, which keep rank and file
Palestinian and Israeli workers at each other's throats, is based on a series of invented fictions.
Of course, this is true for all the world's nationalisms, for all are ideological inventions which
assume that the working class and the employing class have interests in common.So, where do
most of the people of the Jewish faith in the world come from, if not from an ethno-biologically
connected people who were exiled from their homeland by the Romans in 70 CE?Sand's
answer is that most come from "proselytising". Sand demonstrates that the first great
monotheistic religion, Judaism, was spread to eager pagan converts throughout the
Mediterranean basin a long time before the competing monotheistic religions of Christianity and
Islam arose.The question which came to this reviewer's mind was, "Why would polytheists find
this monotheistic religion, with its invisible deity so attractive?" Shorter work time is one of
Sand's fascinating insights. The weekly day of rest, the Sabbath, turned the practice of Judaism
into a way of legitimising free time, much to the consternation of the slave owning ruling classes
of the ancient, polytheistic world.As Sand relates, a great victory for the proselytisers of the
Jewish faith came with the conversion of the Punics. Punic Carthage was not a Hebrew
speaking city state. It was located in what is today the political State of Tunisia. After the defeat
of Carthage by the Roman Republic in 146 BCE, the Jewish religion continued to be practiced
amongst the peasant people of this region. The faith also spread to nearby nomadic Berbers,
who were later to accompany the Arabic Muslim conquerors of Spain as soldiers in 711 CE. The



implications here are enormous, especially considering what happened to Jews who refused to
convert to Christianity during Ferdinand and Isabella's reign in Spain, circa 1492CE.Sand
presents historically documented evidence of the many other conversions to Judaism within the
confines of the heavily used trading routes of Mediterranean, in the late BCE and the early CE of
the Roman Empire. He shows that this proselytising tendency was more or less suppressed
with the rise of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman Empire in the 2nd century CE
and of Islam after the 8th century CE. "Proselytizing Jews were driven from the arena of rival
monotheisms, Christianity or Islam, to the land of paganism, with immigrants who convinced the
pagans that their faith was preferable. The great mass proselytizing campaign that began in the
second century BCE, with the rise of the Hasmonean kingdom, reached its climax in Khazaria in
the eighth century CE." (p. 220)As Sand shows, the conversion of the Kagan of Khazaria, a
kingdom located above the Black Sea, helped create a great mass of people of the Jewish faith.
Many of these Jewish religionists spread out into what is now Eastern Europe after Khazaria was
overrun by the Mongols under Genghis Khan in the early 13th century CE. Sand writes, "The
Khazars were a coalition of strong Turkic or Hunnic-Bulgar clans who, as they began to settle
down, mingled with the Scythians who had inhabited these mountains and steppes between the
Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, which was known for a long time as the Khazar Sea. At its
peak, the kingdom encompassed an assortment of tribes and linguistic groups, Alans and
Bulgars, Magyars and Slavs. The Khazars collected taxes from them all and ruled over a vast
landmass, stretching from Kiev in the northwest to the Crimean Peninsula in the south, and from
the upper Volga to present-day Georgia." (p.214)As Sand demonstrates time and again, actual
history profoundly conflicts with the `mythistory' of the BIBLE which forms the very foundation on
which Israeli nationalist ideology and ultimately, the Israeli political State rests. For example, the
Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel, 1948: "After being forcibly exiled from
their land, the people kept faith with it throughout their Dispersion and never ceased to pray and
hope for their return to it and for the restoration in it of their political freedom." (p.129)The
Invention of the Jewish People is a work which will be useful to any reader interested in making
sense of the social relations of power and current political conflicts arising from them in the
modern day Middle East. Doctor Sand's work should be helpful to those eager to grasp the
conceptual intricacies of nationalist ideology and how it has come to distort political judgements
amongst and between workers of the world today.”

danT, “saigon. also read: Evron's JEWISH STATE OR ISRAELI NATION?Sands is a scholar's
scholar. I think any Arab or Palestinian who decides to take revenge on Israel and kill all the Jews
should first spend a year at an Israeli university. There you find truly beautiful minds with giant
hearts. There you find the real Jewish Ethic struggling with the Zionist Myth. There you find
thinking, debating, talking and delving into complexity as you find nowhere else.If you think we
need another Holocaust to rid the world of Jews,then write down your reasons on a paper, put it
in your pocket, and go to any Israeli university. There you will see that your reasons apply to no



one there. You will see that Jewish intellect-- even Israeli intellect-- cannot be characterized in
any generality as Jewish/Israeli intellect is always: SIX OF THE WORLD'S BEST MINDS
ARGUING ENDLESSLY OVER SEVEN OPINIONS. So how could you have a reason to love
them, to hate them, to be neutral towards them....IT IS AN ENDLESS ROLLERCOSTER RIDE!!!!
Their intellect cannot be pinned down to this and that. All you can say is that Israelis/Jews are
divers. They love to dive into the darkness of complexity and bring back to the light of
understanding to the surface. Then, only then, ask yourself if you really want to destroy these
monuments to human evolution.Israel is not where you find perfection. But it is where you find
endless contemplation. Israelis are *SECRETLY* constantly searching their souls asking:
WHAT'S WRONG WITH ME? They have been over-propagandized with the HOLOCAUST and
think it is an INEVITABLE fate, like a Sword of Damocles, hanging over their heads. They are
scared that 1) Diaspora Jews will abandon them; b) that their past lack of mensch-hood will
come to haunt them and cause them to become victims again and; 3) that everyone hates them
because they think they are miserable people. Well, my father was just like an Israeli Jew. That is
because he is an East European. We are not very easy to take. Me, I'm far more traveled than my
dad and never felt compelled to prove myself to others or to compete in order to survive. But
East Euros are all like that. I'm more like my mom-- East Euro women are wonderful, like Asian
women. They are everything the men are not. Well, Sands, like Boas Evron, is trying to tell you
that, when you strip the Zionist myths of some sort of blood line identity, what you've got is the
best of Eastern Europe because the Jews who "came back to the Holy Land" are really East
Euros from a long line of converts. You see, Judaism spread north far, far faster than it could
through reproduction and migration. Like Christianity, it was Middle Eastern monotheist
mysticism that got right to the heart of East Euros.Unfortunately, Israel is really East Euros who
rightly despised how they were treated by their fellow East Euros so they moved to Palestine and
there are treating the Arabs exactly as they were treated. Hey, no one is perfect!These two
books-- Evron and Sands-- are hard to read. Afterall, guys who learn European languages think
like European in complex sentences. None of the American type: "Jack and Jill went up the hill.
Jack turned to Jill. Jill said "what?" Jack jumped her bones. Jill loved it...." No, it's more like:
"Jack, step by step, Jill's right hand in his left--eyes fixed on her small (nevertheless succulent
cleavage"-- and those ankles...Lord God, how did you think of making such ankles...so
gracefully walking up the hill-- made love fire up his brain and desire burn in his loins....." Get
what I mean?But don't be put off by that, nor by the small print. When you read them both, you
are left wondering: my God, from afar Israelis all seem like Zionazis. Yet, there they go,
producing such deep introspection. Everyone of these books that you would imagine would
produce a scandal about Zionism and surely would be suppressed by American Zionists,
labeling them "anti-Semitic," in fact, are common fare in Israel and create quite a discussion.
Why? Because Israelis are the sabra children of East Euro's best intellectuals. Sabra is a prickly
plant and that they are indeed, but they are the BEST minds of a Europe that may have been
primitive and wild but, nevertheless, regarded its intellectuals as gifts from God. It is unfortunate



that they so mistreated their Jews. But you see, East Euros ALWAYS HURT THE ONE THEY
LOVE and live the rest of their lives in tragedy. I'd say the main problem is that we're kind of
paranoid and, therefore, extremely jealous. Take Stalin, he came to love Jews as his mentors
and teachers as he moved from the path of an Eastern Orthodox monk to that of a Communist
revolutionary. But as soon as he saw Golda Meyer come to Moscow as Israel's ambassador and
how Jews bowed to her in admiration as a rep from the world's first Jewish State, he got jealous
and began the Doctors' Plot. Everything is a lot more complicated to be sure, but there's truth in
what I say. Jews in East Europe are OF US so they are like us....That's why no one likes them as
no one likes us: because we're perpetual drama queens. But go to Israel and see how--even the
wrong headed and the hasbara liars-- they produce such marvelous thinking and have such kind
hearts (though they have an inferiority complex, are paranoid and very jealous types) that you
leave wondering: HOW THE HELL COULD ANYONE HATE THESE PEOPLE. Well, then read
BLOODLANDS to see what a murderous place East Euro was through the 1930s and 40s. I
can't believe that I'm still alive. Perhaps, the East Euro Israelis should intermarry with the Italian
ones to soften their edges. But, be that as it may, these two books: Sands and Evron will make
you understand and see what BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE ISRAELIS ARE and what victims they are
of insecurity, fearing betrayal by their kin in Diaspora-- that's what they think will bring about their
Holocaust. Yet, when you get Israeli Jews and Arabs together, invariably you realize: Wow, these
guys are family...it just clicks perfectly.So read about Israeli Jews and Arabs and East Euro too
and you'll see that, though a pain in the ass, they are well worth putting up with and trying to
keep up with their genius because beneath it all is the best heart of mankind. I would love
nothing more than to end my days as a goy olim making my aliyah to Israel where I'd be on their
turf and nobody there would tell me: "you can't talk about that because if you question in any way
Zionist exceptionalism, you're an anti-Semite. No way, in Israel you've got brilliant intellectuals
who-- if they're not doing brilliant science-- are disemboweling all their myths subjecting them to
philosophical inquiry.In conclusion, what I'm saying is read anything an Israeli writes
introspectively because you know it is profound, in no way self-sparing (even brutal) and will
make you think, think, think. In America that's exactly what we need to do to avoid waking up one
morning and realizing that we're nothing but a bunch of chimps who can only say: "SAVE ME
JESUS!"Reading Jewish self-criticism or inteospection is the best way to immunize yourself
against anti-Semitsm and to see what a wonderful home for your mind is an Israeli cafe. As soon
as Arabs realize that, there will be wonderful family gatherings between the two....all it takes is
tweeking Israeli's East Euro craziness. Sands is a perfect example of mensch-hood with limitless
intellectual courage. But the fine print and torturous Englsih syntax...oy!”

Mark Brown, “Bitter ironies. Imagine if Germany’s leading Universities embarked upon a project
to find the “German Gene”. Imagine how obscene that would seem. The International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance’s “working definition” of anti-Semitism includes “comparing
contemporary Israeli policies to those of the Nazis”. In 2018 one of Britain’s leading Political



Parties rejected this definition in order to grant their members the right to criticise Israel. Jew-
splaining is politically toxic, not just amongst Gentiles but in Israel itself. Schlomo Sand has
bought us a controversial and brave book that may well have fallen foul of the same toxic
environment if it was not for the fact that he is a Jewish Israeli academic who wrote this in
Hebrew. This is dynamite. This is pertinent.“The Invention of the Jewish People” is littered with
references that may baffle a non-Jewish-reader yet it is worth sticking with, because it builds and
builds and builds. Sand starts by establishing his own impeccable Jewish-ethnic credentials
(very important!) before exploring the European origins of ethno-nationalism. After this slow start
Sand builds his case refuting the concept that there is a Jewish Race. He argues that the Jewish
belief in the wandering Tribes of Israel (expelled from their homeland) has no foundation in
archaeology. This mythical “exile” was more a religious state of mind than a physical movement
of peoples. Sand offers a simple explanation for the spread of Judaism – conversion.Few of us
Gentiles can properly understand the power of this national myth. Other than in Bible class we
learn of no such thing in school. The idea that there is a Christian “race”, a Muslim “race” or a
Buddhist “race” simply never arises. Judeo-history is unique since the 1940’s as being an area
where such myths persist. And they persist for good reason – they retain modern political
expediency. Sand explains how Zionism embraced the concept of ethno-nationalism in Europe
in the 1880s at the exact same time that other European nationalities did the same. Yet even
then, the concept of a “Jewish race” remain hotly contested amongst Jews and Gentiles alike.
Many scholars scoffed at the idea and even rabbinical law forbade the Jews from returning to
Israel until the return of the Messiah. Yet the idea of such a “race” was taken every bit as
seriously as the idea of the Aryan race. Alarmingly so.Sand is quick to disown his own
conclusions. “This bizarre association with the National Socialists must not be misunderstood.”
he writes before going on to suggest that the Zionists didn’t seek racial purity like the Nazis did.
He devotes just one paragraph in the book to this yet in numerous other sections he marks the
war of 1967 as a point at which the ethnic myth of a Jewish Race was re-invigorated to justify the
occupation of a Greater Israeli territory. It would seem to the reader that if ethno-nationalism
cannot be used to promote a ‘destiny’ of the German people in the lands of the Slavs then it
cannot justify the presence of Israelis in the lands of Palestine. Yet here we are.Sand expertly
skirts around such taboo thoughts in his original book. Yet in the English language paperback
edition there is an Afterword where he addresses his many critics. Sand is justifiably outraged at
the use of science to pursue the hunt for a “Jewish gene” writing “It is a bitter irony to see
descendants of Holocaust survivors set out to find a biological Jewish identity: Hitler would
certainly have been very pleased!” Yes, he really wrote that. It is hard to fault his logic. This is
frightening.Without doubt this is one of the most interesting books you might ever pick up.
Absolutely fascinating. Absolutely essential if we are to understand anything about the world
today. History as a firework lighting up all before it.”

Tony LeMesma, “An alternative explanation of Israel!. The premis of this book is that the Jewish



people were not exiled from lands in the Middle East 2000 years ago and, so, there is no proper
claim or right to re-occupy those lands in contemporary times. Jews never exiled after the fall of
Jerusalem and they never harboured a desire to ‘return’; this was a fiction invented by Zionism in
the 20th century. The presence of Jews around the world is not due to descendants of those
exiled (so there is no modern-day DNA link with 2000 years ago) but due simply to the
conversion of local peoples as the religion spread. The Jewish religion always having been an
evangelical movement spreading the word first around the Mediterranean and then further
afield.A controversial and entertaining idea and fascinating reading for anyone interested in
modern history and the ME. An academic work, heavily footnoted, referenced and with a huge
index. 5 Stars for the  chutzpah.”

Chris Morriss, “The Ashkenazi Khazar hypothesis is not dead.. A thorough and interesting
update on 'The Khazar Hypothesis'. In this book Shlomo Sand goes into considerable detail
about the origins of the Ashkenazi Jews, providing considerable support for the view that they
are of Khazar origin, and are a Slavic, not a Semitic people.Arthur Koestler's pioneering book,
'The Thirteenth Tribe' from 1976 was subjected to all the ire that the powerful Israeli propaganda
machine could throw at it. Sand's book is much better researched, and written in a less
provocative manner. Well worth reading, though the opening chapters do drag a bit.”

B. S. Bahi, “Fantastic book, incredibly detailed so if you want to .... Fantastic book, incredibly
detailed so if you want to refute anything you better know more than the author! Unfortunately
confirms many people's worst fears: The Palestinians are the descendants of the original
Judeans, and the modern Israelis are the descendants of Eastern European converts to
Judaism. This makes the current situation in Israel even more heartbreaking. Shlomo not only
increased my awareness of thei history, but made me feel evern more for both and all sides
involved. Anyway, buy and read the book, make up your own minds. And then stand up for the
truth. Thank you Mr Shlomo Sand.”

jolly green giant, “INTERESTING BOOK. ZIONISTS  HATE  THIS BOOK !”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 850 people have provided feedback.
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